Presentation Evaluation Form

Name of Student: _________________________________________________________
Presentation Title: _________________________________________________________

Role of Reviewer (Circle One):  Faculty  Staff  Student  Guest

Date: _____________________

The following questions should be answered on a scale from 1 to 5, where 5 indicates "most difficult", "most useful" etc. as the question indicates. For simple statements, rate your agreement with the statement on the same scale, where 5 means "agree most strongly".

1. The student's appearance and bearing was professional.     ____________
2. Presentation has an Introduction, Background/Related Work, Body, and conclusion.  ____________
3. The introduction clearly states the objectives of the work.    ____________
4. The introduction explains why this work is useful and interesting.   ____________
5. Related Work/Background clearly presents the context of the work.  ____________
6. The work itself is clearly described.      ____________
7. Conclusions and Results are clearly described.     ____________
8. Audio/Visual Aids are used appropriately.       ____________
9. Grammar and Pronunciation are correct.       ____________
10. Computing Concepts and Terminology are used appropriately.    ____________
11. Responses to Questions were helpful.       ____________
12. Student demonstrates a mastery of the subject matter.     ____________

Additional comments (continue on back if needed)